
JAGUAR X590 THE SOUL Treatment by Gary Shore



INTRO

Jaguar owners appreciate a powerful car in sumptuous surroundings, with a driving experience like no other. So 
does this leaping mechanical cat have a soul?
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STORYTELLING

Our film explores the journey from the designer’s moment of inspiration to the fully developed dynamic car 
in reverse. It leaves the audience with a recognition of what the soul of a Jaguar is. This draws the audience by 
intriguingly showing the process of creation in reverse. Our visual journey mimics a natural lifespan as we follow 
the car though its own journey.
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THE CAR

This leaping cat will take a walk on the wild side with a unique and creative look at the process needed to assimilate such 
a futuristic machine. 

With grand existential themes like consciousness, perhaps it’s appropriate to set our opening in a primordial landscape 
where this mechanical beast can stalk black sands like an alien on an ancient land. 

The basic vocabulary is curve Vs line. We begin in an inhospitable environment dominated by confusion – rough lines and 
jagged edges. The X950 is perfection of the curve personified. 

We begin our journey backwards to the mechanical cat’s origin. 

The paint shop is like a vacuum in space.  The car body, rim lit like the edge of a planet. 

Next - the car is dissembled. Parts of the aluminum frame separate to reveal an electric battery cell at its core - the 
power behind this wondrous beauty. 
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Hard cut to the reassembled IPace Camo in the anechoic chamber. The pattern of the Camo’s skin signifying the electric 
energy coursing within. The sound of spinning wheels and the roar of an engine echo throughout. The car is lit from above, 
illuminating with an otherworldly glow. 

Next - augmented reality design stage. The car is a disorganized mix of lines and curves. The engineer’s working environ-
ment is minimalist. 

Followed by the CAD design stage. The car is whole again and at the mercy of ghostly curves (digital wind simulations), 
whipping it into shape.  

Finally, the office of the creator, a testament to control. The car is reduced to the straight line of a pencil stroke. 

THE CAR (CONT’D)
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X590 - THE SOUL

LOCATION 1

- Arial shot of a road snaking across a primordial, black, landscape - 
think Iceland at dusk. 
- Poetic fragments of a car in motion. 
- Dynamic action, the X590 glides past camera. 
- Omni present POV, a high frontal shot of the X590 driving towards us. 

VO: It is change, continuing change, inevitable change, that dominates day-
to-day life and takes us to tomorrow. 

HARD CUT TO:
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LOCATION 2
 
- Same camera angle, high frontal. The car is now stationary in a 
paint shop. Note: This camera angle will repeat at the beginning of every 
new scene.  
- Backdrop is black and starry like space.
- Electronic arms enter frame and lean into the car.
- Dry paint on the car’s body turns to liquid, then sucks up into a 
nozzle on the tip of each arm. Photography is reminiscent of cosmic gas 
clouds birthing a star. 

VO: No progressive step can be taken without looking at - not only the 
world as it is - but the world as it will be.   

HARD CUT TO:
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LOCATION 3
 
- High frontal establishing shot of the silver car frame in a simple, 
clean, geometric space. 
- Color of scene is reminiscent of early dawn - pinks, orange, purple.  
- Poetic fragments: Electric arms gracefully lift away panels, 
interior displays, aluminum architecture, to reveal electric motors, and 
electric battery cells. The bank of batteries fizz with energy.

VO: We craft and build our current world and push the limits of our 
imagination in order to dream up the future one. 

HARD CUT TO:
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LOCATION 4
 
- High frontal establishing shot of I-Pace Camo, in a green anechoic 
chamber. The pattern of the Camo’s skin signifies the electric energy 
coursing within.
- Color suggests youth and vitality. 
- Poetic fragments: Car wheels spinning. Sound inside the car is dim. 
Sound outside is ferocious, growing to a crescendo.

VO: But we are creatures of emotion as well as reason…
HARD CUT TO:
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LOCATION 5

- High frontal establishing shot of an Engineer in an AR projection 
space. 
- Car has transcended from physical to digital - blocky, 3D shapes 
projected onto the walls move with the Engineer’s hands. 
- Colors are bold and primary – red, green, blue. An amber filter 
bathes the entire scene in a warm glow. 

VO - We must make sure that WE are the masters of technology, not the 
other way round.

HARD CUT TO:
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LOCATION 6
 
- High frontal establishing shot of CAD CG car in a pure white space. 
- Car is enveloped by a million green lines that trail off its body 
like a ghostly specter.  
- Poetic fragments: Green ghostly specter changes the car’s body shape 
like shifting sands in a desert. 

VO - Let’s hold on to the things we love most.
HARD CUT TO:
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LOCATION 7
 
- High frontal establishing shot of modern office with Creator sitting 
at a drawing table. 
- Hanging on a board in front is a sketch of another electric car, the 
Jaguar CX75.
- Creator lifts up a Jaguar badge and inspects it. 
- Creator’s eyes subtly flicker, inspired.
- Seed of an idea – a single pencil stroke is applied to crisp, white 
paper.

VO - The things that makes us human. 
HARD CUT TO:
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- Each of the 7 establishing shots play back in quick succession, 
slamming us into the omnipresent POV of the finished X590 driving on a 
track, connecting the creator with his creation. 
- Cut to the Jaguar badge on the bonnet of the X590. 

VO: Like certain machines. 

- End on a dynamic shot of the X590 peeling away. Water spray and rear 
lights are reminiscent of a cosmic star nebula, a tip of the hat to the 
mysteries of the creator and the sublime. 

SUPER/ VO: ALL-ELECTRIC JAGUAR I-PACE

LOGO/ART OF PERFORMANCE
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Car factory floors are grim – sodium lights, workers in high viz vests and hard hats, that’s the reality if we want to go all 
the way. 

Personally I’m not so much interested in reality as mystification. 

Create a stylized reality that feels premium.

STYLIZED REALISM
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None. 

There’s a lot for the viewer to follow without adding another layer to distract.

Keep it simple. Lean on sound design to excite.  

The cleaner the journey, the better the result.  

MUSIC
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This is a dance. 

Be nuanced when in conversation and ferocious in action.  

Let’s hear this pussy cat growl and purr. 

SOUND DESIGN



Less is more. Establish a different visual grammar between the finished car’s action shots and its assembly. 

Assembly language is static. 

Action language is dynamic.  

CAMERA MOVEMENT
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Contrast is key.

Know when to hold and when to cut fast. 

Create a dialog between the macro and the colossal, the intimate and the sublime. 

Interrupt proceedings with human interaction at a couple of choice moments to break the flow – a worker fixes an 
electronic arm, a worker tests the sound of the anechoic chamber. 

EDITING
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Location 1 (Car navigating primordial landscape) – Black, silver, blue. Cool, high-contrast colors that suggest the presence 
of a God.  

Location 2 (Paint Shop) -  Black, orange, pink, blue, yellow. Colors on the infrared spectrum, somewhere between the 
visible and invisible world.

Location 3 (Car Disassembled) – Purple, orange, pink. High key, warm colors that suggest dawn, a new beginning. 

Location 4 (Anechoic Chamber) – Green, brown, white. Colors of nature and vitality.

Location 5 (AR Suite) – Primary colors and grey. Colors suggest chaos. 

Location 6 (CAD design phase) – White and blue. Colors suggest celestial

Location 7 (Designer’s Office) – Pastel range suggesting order, control, warmth, wisdom. 

COLOR
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LOCATION 1

LOCATION 2 LOCATION 3 LOCATION 4

LOCATION 5 LOCATION 6 LOCATION 7
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Knowing.

VO PERFORMANCE
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A combination of live action – dynamic shots of the car on the track, the design office, elements of human interaction, 
some of the assembly line locations. And CG for the electronic arms,  

Environments require a heightened and complex design that create the illusion of infinity. This will be digital set extension 
added to practical sets. 

CG will be photo-real, maintaining the Jaguar brand of premium quality.

VFX 

Shoot live action plates. Edit together. Once edit is approved we apply CG elements, beginning with basic, wire-frame 
models. Once the animation of wire frame models is approved, texture and lighting is added and tweaked until we end 
up with a photo real elements.

PROCESS
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I’m excited to work with you and not just rise up to the Jaguar’s exceedingly high bar of quality, but go above. 

GARY

OUTRO


